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Most of the villains in Dragon Ball follow similar patterns. While the best of them have enough personality and style to stand out, they are all usually heartless killers who want to destroy everything that stands in their way. This is what makes a few exceptions stand out so much, and no character has embodied them more than Android 16. Designed to kill Goku, the character has a minor subplot throughout
Android and Cell Saga that lifts him above almost any other antagonist in the franchise. Android 16 quietly brings a sense of grim morality to a largely struggling first Dragon Ball and is the perfect tragic figure for this world. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click below to start this article in a quick submission. Start now WHO ANDROID 16? The Red Ribbon Army was among many enemies who
confronted the young Gok during the events of the first series of Dragon Ball. And like everyone else, they came up short. Dr. Gero helped develop the weapons and androids that the Red Tape Army used in its conflicts. While most of the army was destroyed by the young hero and his allies, Hero survived and fled. Hero resumed his work on the creation of the ultimate combat vehicle. Using the device, he
was able to study the fighting techniques of Goku and his various adversaries over the years - eventually even studying the DNA of the greatest warriors of the universe to make his greatest creation, the Cage. Along the way, he built various other androids to serve as his new front soldiers. Among them were Android 16, modeled after the son of Hero (who died in an undisclosed battle as a soldier in the
Red Ribbon of the Army). He was an extremely powerful creature, but incomplete during Hero's attack on Goka and others. Even when Hero was desperate enough to activate the rebellious Android 17 and Android 18, he hesitated to activate the 16. The pair activated him after The Hero's murder and were surprised to see that he was surprisingly soft-hearted. His only cruel desire was to follow Hero's
programs and kill Goka. He also had no violent impulses. He forged a friendship with two other androids, and even eventually got into a fight against Cell. However, it was quickly surpassed by a powerful organism. After repairing Bulma, he tried to destroy the cage with a bomb embedded in his chest, unaware that Bulma had removed her for fear of the 16-year-old using it to try to kill Goku. The cell was
able to use this hole to instead destroy the body of 16 and the android spent the last minutes of his life talking to Gohan, motivating him to fight the villain and save the world. SOUL IN THE MACHINE Android 16 considers the continuation of life on Earth one of its main missions. Despite its robotic design, Android 16 is quiet and friendly in nature. He's subversion not just for chaotic and destructive
androids, but most villains in the entire franchise. He even positions himself the exact opposite of the Cage, which is designed to destroy all other forms of life and absorb it into itself. Unlike other villains in the franchise, Android 16 is driven more by the same protective desires that fuel most warriors and their desire to fight for Earth. The truth is, he had to be a hero the whole time. But he's still nominally the
villain. His specific designs were to try to kill Goka, no matter what. Even when he is somewhat redeemed by his mission to protect natural life, which he cares so much about, this intention to bring down Goku once and for all is at its core. Some video games, such as Dragon Ball: Xenoverse 2, show that Android 16 even recognizes that Goku is a good and noble man, and that he would prefer that his drive
did not kill him. It separates Android 16 from other villains in the franchise, giving it a surprising amount of regret and humanity despite its robotic design. He's just genuinely kind, which doesn't have much to do in the battle of the heavy Dragon Ball universe. AN ENDING What really separates Android 16 from the rest of the characters in the Dragon Ball franchise, however, is the sense of completeness that
comes with it. The presence of several Dragon Balls throughout the universe means that there are many opportunities to resurrect the main characters after they have died. In fact, according to the events of Dragon Ball Super almost every character has been killed and restored by magic at least once. This means that the tension of the battle is undermined throughout the show. While there are
workarounds to make death a threatening concept again (e.g., restrictions on how many times someone can be reinstated, a rule that becomes weaker as the story progresses), no one encounters it so head like Android 16. Since it was fully built instead of a human/machine hybrid like Android 17 and 18, it is impossible for a dragon to bring it back to life after it is killed by Cell. He was never technically
alive, after all. Even when the character reappears in video games such as Dragon Ball Fighter, it became clear that this is not the same Android 16, but just a new model that considers itself a copy of the original. The original Android 16 is one of the only characters in the entire franchise to die and then actually stay dead, making his poignant final moments with Gohan all the more powerful in retrospect.
He not only undermines many elements in Dragon Ball, but is the perfect grim and controversial bad guy for a series that usually makes villains wildly villainous. KEEP READING: Dragon Ball: Why Bulma is secretly the best anime character about a trapped princess fighting for sleep is one big Lockdown Mood Related theme of CBR Exclusives Anime News Dragon Ball z feature Android 16 gets a cell in
Bear Castle. Android 16: Don't stay back, please. I'm going to kill him by self-destructing. I have a powerful explosive, deep in my body. it was conceived as a last resort. I'm sorry we're androids. cause so much suffering on the ground. Cell, no matter how strong you become, you will not survive this explosion. Cage, you destroy life, you are a parasite on this planet. and now I see that this is the best way to
destroy you. Dr. Geros's sick ambition to terrorize the world through us will ultimately put an end to his own devices. 16 starts screaming the same with the cell because he is afraid of lol, collecting energy for the explosion, so that all fighters are preparing for the worst. Suddenly. Silence.. 16 charges back down. Android 16: WHAT!? Something is wrong.. the trigger disappeared. Crealine: You can't 16.
Your bomb has been removed. He's gone now, you're going to have to fight him in a different way. Android 16: oh fuck. . Cellular: Sorry 16, I'm staying. but if you have a desire to die. far from me to keep you from it. The cell blows 16 into pieces. Android 16 head Gohan: Gohan, let him go. It is not a sin to fight for the right cause. there are those who words alone will not reach. A cell phone is such a
creature. I know how you feel, Gohan, you're gentle. You don't like to hurt. I know, because I also learned those feelings. but it is because of your cherished life that you have to protect it. You are welcome.. Drop your limitations. Protect the life I once loved. you have the power, my scanners have felt it. Just.. Let it go. The cage crushes the head 16. Catalogue: Characters → villains → villains Gohan, let it
go. It is not a sin to fight for the right cause. There are those who will not reach the words themselves. A cell phone is such a creature. I know how you feel, Gohan. You are gentle; You don't like to hurt. I know, because I also learned these feelings, but it's because you cherish life that you have to protect it. Please drop your limitations. Protect the life I loved. You have the strength. My scanners felt it. Just
let him go. - Android 16 final words Gohan in Cell Juniors Attack! #1616Artificial Man No. 16 Mechanical Type Android Hero (creator)Gebo (pattern) Future Android 16Android 16AAndroid 16CAndroid 16CAndroid 16 Android 16 Android 16 (z造間16号, Jinz'ningen J'Roku-6, illuminated. It was originally designed to serve as a vendetta hero against Goku, who as a child cut the Red Ribbon Army but was later
deemed unsuitable for activation. The contents of the show Appearance android 16 is easily the highest of all androids in the entire Dragon Ball franchise, towering at more than twice the height of Androids 18 and 17. He has icy blue eyes, a red/orange mohawk and gold hoop earrings. His clothes consist of a dark suit, with a lime green vest, boots and braces. A small logo of the Red Ribbon of the army is
sewn to the left side of the vest, which indicates the affiliation of its creator. This presumably changes when 16 are taken to Dr. Brief for repairs; logo patch logo Capsule Corp. after it joins His appearance is based on The son of Dr. Gero Gebo, a high-ranking Red Ribbon soldier codenamed Gold, who was killed in action by an enemy bullet shortly before the army was destroyed at the hands of Goku.
Personality Despite its frightening size, monotonous dialogue and seemingly dangerous appearance, Android 16 is calm, friendly and embraces nature and humanity. He does not tolerate evil and described the Cage as an existence whose purpose is to destroy life, especially nature and animals (since the Cage is a true evil, destroying an android that represented a destructive intention for the Earth and its
inhabitants of the current timeline, not himself, 17 and 18). He also defends whom he considers his friends, and nature as he tried to ask Android 17 or 18 to escape and hide somewhere and not absorbed cell, even fighting the imperfect bio-android, although they proved useless as the audacity of 17 got the best out of him, causing his absorption, and his damaged body and semi-perfect cell strength too
much for him, leaving him unable to defend 18 as well as as a result of her own absorption, and these qualities proved that he is a valuable ally of the Dragon team in their battle against the cage. Despite his peaceful and friendly nature, he retains a cold and distant relationship to Gok, as he was originally programmed to kill him. He and his fellow android, 17, had a somewhat brother-like relationship, and
his nature-loving character inspired Gohan to let go of his rage and unleash his true strength and resurrect his true life to protect nature and animals like a park ranger, and forcing him to change his behavior to pass a calm, mature, gentleman-like person who is willing to sacrifice himself to protect the surrounding animals from being who's trying to hurt them. In Xenoverse 2, Android 16 shows that while he
is programmed to kill Goku, he recognizes that Goku is a noble man and admits that he would rather be free of his programming. Ironically, in Fighter, 16 reveals that when his memory was transferred to the new body Android 21 his program to kill Goku was not included, which he notes when he encounters a clone of Goku. The biography of Background Android 16 clearly shows his love for the nature of
Android 16 is an incomplete android designed by Doctor Hero, which will be created exclusively from synthetic technology. It was modeled on the dead son of Hero, a high-ranking soldier of the Red Ribbon, long cut down by an enemy bullet. In his affection, Hero made him powerful, but did not want him to be destroyed in battle, so he made him gentle. Programming Android 16 is not yet complete, and as
such, Dr. Gero prefers not to activate it in fear that it could destroy Android 17 and Android 18. Dr. Gero even goes so far as to duplicate the Android 16 prototype. The most significant Android 16 malfunction in terms of probably is his inherently peaceful behavior, often interacting with nature rather than fulfilling Hero's orders, which makes it look like Android 8, even though he does. remain committed to
fulfilling their mission to destroy Goku. Over time, there is some truth in Dr. Hero's prediction, as the serene look of Android 16 forces him to try to destroy the Cage, in an attempt to eliminate the serious threat that the Cell poses to the world on Earth. Android 16 is very quiet, usually talking only when necessary. It is also the only character that addresses that Android 17 and Android 18 are not evil.
Because of these defaults, Android 16 should not have been activated before it was eventually fixed by Dr. Hero; this is evidenced by the chronology of Future Trunks, where Android 16 was not seen and may not have been activated, perhaps because of its peaceful nature or because Future Goku was already dead due to the Heart virus and thus no longer needed (Future Trunks does not recognize
Android 16 during his second visit from the future). In Xenoers 2, shown that the future of Android 16 actually exists in the Future Trunks Chronicle as it is found and reprogrammed by Towa (in parallel timelines created as a result of the 2nd Future Warrior fixing changes Towa the future of Android 16 is activated and joins forces with the future Android 17 and the future of Android 18) to kill the future of
Gohan at the age of 780 and later future trucks at the age of 785 but was defeated both times thanks to the intervention of the second Future Warrior and eventually destroyed. Dragon Ball and Cell Saga Main Articles: Android Saga, Imperfect Cellular Saga, Perfect Cell Saga, and Cellular Game Saga Negative! I'll only fight Goku. - Android 16, when 17 and 18 ask him to fight Vegeta 16 activated 17 and 18
In the main timeline, Android 18 curiosity in Android 16 leads her to activate the giant and divergence with Hero, which seriously forbids her to do so lead Android 17 to kill it. Future Trunks tries to destroy androids with Buster Cannon before activating Android 16, but its attack does not affect the trio and thus Android 16 is activated. Once it's activated, Android 17 asks Android 16 what it feels like to be free
for the first time in years, and tells him that Dr. Gero warned them not to activate it, saying he would destroy them all. Android 18 asks what Gero meant, but Android 16 doesn't respond. Android 17 then asks Android 16 if it wants to tell them, or whether it's just a strong, silent type, but Android 16 still says nothing. Android 17 then asks if Android 16 was created to kill Goku, and Android 16 just says yes.
Android 17 says he hates the idea of following Hero's programming, but feels they need a sense of purpose. The trio then proceeds on a journey in search of Goku, whom Android 16 programmed to kill, ignoring nearby fighter jets. Android 17 with 18 and 16 As Androids pass through the mountain road, Android 17 decides to land, and Android 18 and Android follow suit. Android 18 asks why they landed,
and Android 17 says there is no rush and they might as well enjoy the ride. Android 18 asks if they are they Walk, but 17 says that when the car passes by, they will take it. 18 says that Android 17 is still part of the man, since he has a male love for mindless entertainment. Android 17 asks Android 16 if it understands since it was created from a male man too. Android 16 then shows that he has never been
human, making it fundamentally different from Android 17 and Android 18. Android 17 is surprised that Hero had the opportunity to make a real android, and wonders why he went back to cybernetics after that. When Vegeta in his Super Saiyan form intercepts the trio, 17 and 18 beg 16 to step in and fight, interested to see him in action, as this was their main goal to activate him in the first place. However,
Android 16 refuses to fight it, thereby prompting Android 18 to volunteer. Android 16 watches Birds When Android 18 defeats Vegeta in the fight, Future Trucks, Krilin, Piccolo and Tian Shinhan arrive as vegetas. Android 17 uses the opportunity to ask 16 if it will join the fight, although as it was originally assumed, Android 16 will once again drop out. Vegeta refuses to give up and insists that he would
rather die alone than take help in battle, especially from Goku and his friends. Impressed by its determination, Android 17 tells other fighters to respect the warrior code and not to interfere with Android 18 and vegeta in battle and promises to deal with everyone who does. However, when 18 breaks Vegeta's hand during the battle, Tranx violates the non-intervention 17 truce because he could not see Veget
injured and attack 18. Android 17 intervenes and easily defeats Future Trunks, Tien and Piccolo. At the end of the meeting, which made everyone incapacitated except Krill (who was spared so he could see others healed Senzu beans), it turned out that 16 had more intentions of observing nearby birds, saddened that they flew away because of the noise emitted on the battlefield than to take part in the
fight. The pair then meet with Android 16, who is still nearby, looking into the distance. Android 17 asks what it's looking at, and Android 16 just says the birds flew away because they were too noisy. 17 seems confused by this, and 18 suggests they fly to somewhere where more cars will pass by. Krilin talks to androids Androids decide to go to the nearest city to get 18 more clothes (since her outfit was
damaged by Vegeta) and find the car. When they're about to leave, Creelin rushes towards them, telling them to wait. Android 17 asks what he wants, and Creelin asks if they just want to kill Goka, or take over the world. 17 says they're just going to kill Goka now, and will decide what to do next. Krilin asks why they want to kill Goka because He was hated by Dr. Gero, and now he's dead. 17 replies that
Dr. Hero has nothing to do with it, and that it's just a game, he didn't ask Crillin where Goku was. Krilin asks if would leave Goku alone if he begged them, but Android 16 replies that they won't, they were created to kill Goku. 17 agrees, and tells Creeline to hurry and go give her friends some Senzu beans. Android 18 then kisses Krilin on the cheek, and androids fly away. Android 16 dumps cargo from a
Lucky Foods van as they fly over a snow-covered area in the north, Androids spot Lucky Foods van parked along the road near a holiday stop, while two Lucky Foods workers drink coffee. The trio land to check it out. Workers notice and try to stop androids, but are scared when Android 16 picks up the van and drops its cargo. Androids then drive off, and Android 17 plans to head to Goku's home. Android
18 reminds him that she wants new clothes first, and 17 agrees to take care of that first. As they drive, Android 18 asks Android 17 if he even knows where Goku's house is, and 17 says he doesn't and has been driving on pure instinct. Android 16 then chimes in with the coordinates of the house, and says they can be there in a few minutes if they fly. 18 agrees to fly there, but 17 says it's the little things in
life that makes it fun. Androids 18, 17 and 16 in van 17 informs 18 that they are about to enter the city and he will stop to get her clothes. Suddenly, two policemen follow them and order them to stop. Androids get out of the car and promptly arrested for stealing the van. Officers are handcuffed, but 16 easily break them off from the wrist and 18 throw a police car into a nearby mountain. 17 and 18 take off
the handcuffs and the trio continues their journey, leaving terrified officers behind. Once they reach the city, Android 18 goes to the store to get more clothes. Androids come to a stop after feeling Piccolo and Cell's fight As the trio drives into Goku's house, Android 17 suddenly stops. It and Android 18 come out, and Android 17 asks if it felt a change in atmospheric pressure. 18 says she did, and Android 16
says it came from the outskirts of the Western City. He then says that two organics with powerful ki are struggling. Android 17 says he never told them he was equipped with a Power Radar, but Android 16 answers he never asked for. Android 17 asks who is struggling, but Android 16 says it's none in its data banks, although one of them is vying for Android 17 in power. Android 17 says its Power Radar is
faulty because no one is competing with him in power. Androids then decided to move on, not knowing that the combatants Piccolo, who had recently merged with Kami, and Cell, the ultimate creation of Dr. Hero, created from the genes of the most powerful warriors to walk the Earth. As they ride, Android 16 says 17 and 18 that one of the forces he felt earlier was losing energy (this is the result of a cell
absorbing energy from Piccolo) and seems to conclude a fight. Android 17 is getting cocky and says that sensors 16 need to recalibrated because no one can match their power. Later, 18 tells 17 that she doesn't like her new outfit, and when they reach another city she wants to stop to find more clothes, which 17 reluctantly agrees with, while 16 curiously watches the nearby river. Androids in the house of
Goku Eventually, androids arrive on Mount Paz, where they are forced to drive through a dense forest to get to the house of Goku. Android 18 makes it clear that it's uncomfortable to drive through bumpy forest terrain, while Android 17 seems to be enjoying the ride. 18 asks Android 16 how close Goku's house is, which he says is right in front. 18, tired of driving through bumpy terrain, opens a window and
unleashes an energy explosion that destroys the entire forest in front of them and makes the ground more even. 17 disappointed by the actions of 18 and said he just wanted to have some fun and enjoy the ride. 18 says it's fun for people and they're not people anymore, leading to 16 and 17 unfortunately being silent. When the androids finally arrive at Goku's house, they find it completely deserted
(because of the dragon command to anticipate this and the evacuation of sick Goku days before). In the anime, 18 goes through Chi-Chi's clothes to find a new outfit, while in the manga, her clothes have already been changed before their arrival at Goku's house. 17 asks 16 if he knows where Goku might be, and 16 replies that he could be either in the Corporation Capsule or in Kama House. The trio
decided to fly to Kame House, the closest of two seats. Androids arrive at Kame House the next day, at Kame House, Piccolo watches news of Cell's attacks on TV, while Crillin, Yamcha and Tian sleep. Suddenly, Piccolo feels that something is amiss, and sees a trio of androids standing behind Kama House, to his horror. Android 16 claims that Goku is not here, which is disappointing 17. Piccolo wakes
others up, and Android 17 asks where Goku is, saying he'll use force to get them to talk if necessary (Without the knowledge of androids, Goku, who has recovered from his illness, took Gohan, Vegeta, and future trucks in Lookout the previous day to train in a hyperbolic time chamber to get the power to kill androids). Piccolo replies that he wants to see Android 17 try, and says they have to go to a desert
island nearby where they can fight. Having told the rest to stay at Kama House, Piccolo and androids fly over. Once they land, 17 gives Piccolo one last chance to them where Goku, but the brave Namekian doesn't intimidate and tells the brash android that he won't go down so easily this time. As Piccolo powers up, 16 notices that there is something strange about Piccolo and doesn't believe he's the same
Namekian anymore. Cell interrupts the battle of Piccolo and 17 While Android 17 fights piccolo on the Tropical Islands, the battle is interrupted by the arrival of The Cage. Piccolo explains that Cell is one of Dr. Gero's creations and Android 17 and 18 in order to complete their design. Cellular bears on Piccolo's explanation and tells 17 that the power unlocked from the takeover will be beyond comparison,
and that Dr. Gero's dreams of creating the ultimate super-being will be fulfilled. 17 denies this, claiming that he is The Ultimate Creation of Hero, and he will not join him. The cell responds that the takeover will be carried out with or without permission 17. Android 17 is getting ready to fight, however, finally saying Android 16 orders 17 retreat because the cell is far beyond its borders and its and Piccolo. 16
explains that if Mait gets his perfect shape, killing Goku won't bite him, and he'll destroy the entire universe. Now surprised Android 16 actually says Android 17 is disappointed that the first thing it says is cowardice. Ignoring the appeal of Android 16, Android 17 rushes to the Cage with great fury, but Cell effortlessly elbows a confident android into the ground. Piccolo tries to help in the battle, but he is easily
thrown aside. Android 18 and Android 16 watch the battle unfold, with Android 18 commenting that 17 and Piccolo should be holding back against the cage, due to its inability to feel the power level and still believing 17 is the strongest creature on the planet. 16 corrects it by saying that the cell is simply too strong for them. 16 orders 18 to run away on their own, since 17 refuses to take into account his
warning, otherwise the cell will absorb them both and no one will have a chance against him then. 18 asks 16 what he will do, but the android is silent. Piccolo stands from his beating, and prepares the latest attack: the Light of Granata. As Piccolo charges up the energy sphere in his palms, the cell slowly approaches Namekian and doesn't even try to dodge, while Android 17 runs away from Piccolo to
avoid possibly getting caught in the explosion. Piccolo tells the cage to die and shoots a huge attack, destroying a massive chunk of the island as androids look in fear except for 16. 18 praises Piccolo's power, thinking the Cage has been destroyed. However, Android 16 immediately states that Cell was not even damaged in the attack. Seconds later, the cage slowly rises from the ocean without even
having a light visible scar. Piccolo suddenly pleads with 17 to run away, but Kel brutally disables Ry yet and throws him into the ocean like 17 hours in horror. Android 16 and Cell Clash are intimidated, 18 believes that escape is the best option. 16 orders 18 to run again, and informs her that he will destroy the cell, shocking 18. 16 decides that he should use his power now, though his original plan was to
use that power only against Goku. Android 16 approaches Cell, to the surprise of Tian Shinhan and 18. Android 16 tells 18 that he's glad he got to meet her and 17, and enjoyed their time together before concentrating on the cell again. After all, when Android 17 is at the mercy of And almost absorbed, Android 16 is hampered by suckers punching the cell and releasing 17 of its grip. After calculating that
and the cells are almost equal in strength, 16 charges to the cage with a flurry of punches and kicks, which the latter manages to dodge. When they both land on the ground, Cell and Android 16 collide with each other with Bio Impact and Machine Impact rush attacks respectively, however, Cell catches Android 16 by surprise and sticks it to the sting right in the neck. Cellular laughs and says he can't win
before trying to absorb his bio-energy, however, the inorganic nature of 16 prevents him from absorbing any energy. 16 smiles and removes the sting from his neck before sucking the cage into the ground by the tail. 16 steps on the tail of the cage and literally rips it off his body. Android 16 says it will prevent it from absorbing 17 and 18. It's not until Cell manages to grow the tail back, thanks to the
regeneration abilities he's got from Piccolo cells that Android 16 understands the desperation of the fight. Android 16 tries to kill the Imperfect Cell with its Attack Hell Flash Android 16 realizes that it has to destroy the cell completely so he doesn't reach his perfect shape, and tries to hit it, only to be discarded when cell counters with two punches. 16 then launches a fist at the cell in retaliation and resorts to
using perhaps its most powerful method, The Flash of Hell. By doing this, he immobilizes the cells and removes the forearms, laying them under his armpits and revealing the gun at the top ends of his hands. These guns take a short time to charge before igniting a giant explosion that literally created holes and signs around the island. Meanwhile, Android 16 looks into the hole to see the damage it has
done. He attaches his hands as Tian Shinhan and other androids continue to look in shock. 16 notices that Android 18 is still there, and says he told her to run. 18 says there will be no need now that the cell has been defeated, but 16 says she is wrong. He says Kel, being wounded, won't die so easily. He again pleads with 17 and 18 to run, but 17 refuses, saying he wants payback and can now finish the
wounded cage. Android 16 is damaged by a semi-perfect cell As 17 taunts the cell to return, Cell starts to come out of the ground behind it. Tian notices the cell's plan and screams up to 17, but Mail quickly appears and begins to absorb the android tail and mean its transformation into a Semi-Perfect Cell, giving it an extended strength and speed. 16 dash to the cage, but stops short, noticing that 17 has
already absorbed the whole. The cell then starts to glow and begins to transform, and 16 runs to 18 and tells her they leave and tells Tian to do the same. Android 16 and Android 18 look at Cell in horror as the new Semi-Perfect Cell turns to two androids. Android 16 suddenly grabs Android 18, saying they have to run. Android 16 takes off still squeezing Android 18, but Cell flies after a pair of androids and
quickly overtakes them. Android 16 freezes in struck by the cell's speed. Cellular mocks Android 18 and Android 16, saying they can't run away from it, and that thanks to the takeover of Android 17, he surprised even himself with his new speed. He wonders aloud how strong he has become, and the furious Android 16 throws a punch into a cage that remains utterly unflappable. The cell smiles shocked
Android 16 and then blows it in the head, disfiguring his head and leaving him in critical condition. Cellular notes that it has become stronger as well as how scared Android 18 is looking at. The cell phone turns to 18 and says she is smart not to try to escape. He then says that it is her turn to be absorbed and that he will soon reach his Perfect Form. However, Android 18 holds her hand to her chest and
warns Cell not to approach, threatening to destroy itself if it does. After blatant at 18, Cell begins to speak in the voice of Android 17. Posing as Android 17, Cell tells Android 18 that it's great to be part of the cell and that it's the only way to be strong, while urging her to allow herself to be absorbed. The resolve of 18 seems to be faltering, but the damaged Android 16 warns her that it's just a gimmick.
Cellular objects to Android 16 that the robot can't understand how he and Android 18 feel, and that it shouldn't interfere and continues to try to convince Android 18. He says that she must join him to achieve ultimate power, but makes the mistake of saying that if she joins him, they will be able to fulfill the great desires of Dr. Hero. 18 then realizes that it wasn't an Android 17 talk as she and 17 hated Dr.
Gero for experimenting on them and would never praise him. The cell frowns on Android 18, and says that if she won't willingly join it, it will absorb it by force. The cell phone tells 18 that he is fast enough to subdue her before she can self-destruct and tells her to surrender, but suddenly sees a floating figure of Tian above him, preparing for an attack. Tian uses his Neo Tri-Beam to force the Cage to stay
put, while 18 shoots with 16. 16 and 18 hiding from the cage After resuming his hunt, Cell struggles to find 18 and 16. The cell assumes that because it cannot see or feel them, they must hide on one of the islands below. The cell sucks air to his lungs, and screams extremely loudly for 18 to show or it will destroy the islands one by one. He keeps screaming, saying that he's not bluffing, and that while he
wants to be complete, he's already the strongest on the planet. Residents of the city on one of the islands panic, wondering what can be a terrible voice from the sky. Meanwhile, Android 16 and Android 18 are hiding on a nearby island, and 18 comments that Cell will really destroy all the islands along with it. 16 assures 18 that she will be fine because the cell is too obsessed with completion. When nothing
Cellular realizes that 18 will not show itself, and then turns his gaze to the city on the island below and destroys it in order to wash 18 out. Cellular looks at emotionless, deciding that 18 was not on this particular island. He shouts again, saying that one island has been destroyed and time is running out until its island is destroyed. 18 hours from afar and notices the impact of the explosion on the previous
island as smoke rises from the water. She exclaims on Android 16 that Cell is destroying the island. Android 16 says 18 doesn't worry, and that the cell is holding back its explosions to avoid killing her, since he never risked his dream of perfection. 18 indicates that even if she survives the explosions, 16 will be destroyed in its condition. 16 is starting to wonder why Cell even bother to reach his perfect state
as it seems invincible already. Impatient, Cellular uses its Super Big Bang Crash to destroy the island in quick succession. 16 and 18, brace themselves from the force of the explosion as the neighboring island is destroyed. 18 exclaims that the cell is already on the island next to them, but 16 encourages her to stay put and drive out the attack as the cell just looks to see if someone will fly up. Now, having
reached the island of androids, Chelly again stretch out his hand, preparing to destroy it. However, he is stopped by the arrival of the Vegetas and future Tranks, who have just finished their studies in the Hyperbolic Chamber of Time. 16 and 18 watch Vegeta Fight Semi-Perfect Cell Android 18 says that Vegeta is insane to challenge Cell, as not even a few days ago, it easily defeated Sayan herself. Cell
phone asks Vegeta in disbelief if he really said he alone would be enough to kill him. Vegeta is on the side and taunts Meil, asking him if he is audible. Cell phone laughs and says he's just stunned by the absurdity of the statement. Watching the scene, Android 18 says that Cell is right and that even a miracle can not give Vegeta victory. She then tells Android 16 that this is their chance to escape. 16,
however, said 18 wait until the battle begins. He also says vegeta's strength has increased significantly. 18 is surprised and says that Vegeta could not change in such a short time, and that he is not restrained in their previous fight. As Vegeta powers into his Super Saiyan second-class form, the island begins to shake as Cell, 18, and 16 look in shock. Suddenly, Vegeta hits the cage in the abdomen with
tremendous force before he can react, much to the surprise of 18 and 16. Androids see Krilin instead of running, 18 and 16 watch the battle between Cage and Vegeta and soon, Krilin finds his location on the island. Noticing that Vegeta, Trunks and Cell have not noticed androids, he realizes that this is his chance to close 18 down from the remote Bulma from the drawings of Android 17. He then recalls
Bulma's warning that he must be ten meters from the android location so he works, and he goes down, hoping to close 18 down without noticing them. In denial, Android 18 believes that Vegeta may have only pretended to be weak when they previously, but Android 16 states that it would have no reason to do so, and that something has changed in the last few days. Crealine, meanwhile, approaches and
finally falls within a radius of 10 meters. However, after seeing Android 18, Creeline struggles to force herself to press the button. Ultimately, Crillin gives in to his sense of fascination over 18 and drops Shut Down Remote, which causes 18 and 16 to notice his presence. Android 18 reacts with shock, seeing the dropped remote control, and wonders how Creeline could get his hands on it, given Android 17
smashed one Dr. Hero was. Krilin apologizes to Bulma for all the efforts she has put into the remote, but crushes him under the boots, despite the imminent danger of absorbing the 18th cell, achieving the completion and spread of terror throughout the universe. Crylyn orders 18 to leave the island before Mail finds her. Shocked and confused, 18 asks Krilin why he spared her, but he struggles to answer.
Cell spots Crillin and androids Meanwhile, Cell addresses Vegeta's ego, saying that if he were in his perfect shape, he would be a much better challenge. Vegeta, wanting a stronger opponent, agrees with the offer of Celli. However, when Meik leaves, Tranx turns into Super Sayan and cuts him off. Vegeta tells the Tranxam to stop interfering, but he refuses. Cell phone yells at Vegeta to do something
about Trunks, but then spots Android 18 and Android 16 and realizes that its ideal form is now within its reach. Tranky looks at what the cell is looking at, then it spots Android 18 as well, and Crillin is with them. He realizes that they do not know Cellular noticed them, and shouts: Hey! Cell phone found you!. Android 18, Android 16 and Creeline all panic, and the cell flies to them. Trunk says he won't let him
achieve his ideal form and then transforms into Super Saiyan second-class form like Vegeta and follows cell. Vegeta thinks he's lucky the androids were here, and then tells The Transsam he won't let him get involved. The trucks almost reach the cage, but Vegeta kicks The Trunky away, in a nearby mountain. The cell lands in front of them, and Android 18 and Android 16 are preparing to fight it. Cellular
says Android 16 doesn't do anything unreasonable until it's on the verge of closing, and says that Vegeta wants it to reach its perfect form, too, so the cryline curses Vegeta. Android 16 and Cell In the anime, Android 18, Android 16 and Krillin are trying in vain to fight Cell, but Bio-Android easily beats them all. Meanwhile, Trunks declares that he will stop completing Cell even if he has to go through his
father and continues to shoot the Super Buster gun in Vegeta and then flies after the cage. Realizing that he can not defeat it, Cell uses a solar flare, blinding Trankov, Krilin and androids. When everyone is blinded, Cell quickly opens its tail and absorbs Android 18. During its transformation, creates a force field to develop without interference. Suddenly the barrier of the cage flashes dazzlingly dazzling and
explodes. Smoke flies around the eating fighters and the cage comes out of the dust in its new form. Krilin looks at Cell and calls him a monster to absorb Android 18. In his fury, ignoring the warning of the Trankov, Krilin attacks the Cage, which did not suffer the slightest harm. Cell phone blows air several times to test his strength, and with a smile, he turns around easily kicking Crillin in the face, sending
him flying and almost killing him, to 16 shock. 16 attempt to attack Cell As it looks to battle between Super Vegeta and Perfect Cell, 16 suggests that while the cell may have gotten stronger, Vegeta still has the upper hand. 16 is quickly proven wrong when the cage is an easy toy with Vegeta and states that it is still warming up. 16 briefly tries to intervene and attack the cell from behind, but Bio-Android
hears it and warns him about what will happen if it carries out its attack. Desperate to kill the Cage, Vegeta resorts to using his ultimate attack: Final Flash. Charging him, Vegeta challenges the Cage to take on a head attack. Funny, Cell continues to stand calmly and collected, smiling while Android 16 looks in disbelief. Tranks immediately try to convince the father to the contrary, as the super-charged
explosion can destroy the Earth, but Vegeta still continues. Android 16 scream as Final Flash closes in as Vegeta fires an explosion, Cell realizes at the last moment that it may be too powerful even for it to withstand before taking the brunt of the attack. At the last second Vegeta weakened his attack to avoid the destruction of the Earth, to the relief of Krilin and Tranx. The cell managed to survive the
explosion, however, it evaporates all to the right side above his torso. Vegeta initially believes he has won and laughs at the Cage until he reminds the Siyan prince that Piccolo's DNA is different from him, allowing him to regenerate. After the hand has grown, the Cage easily overpowers Vegeta and knocks him unconscious. Before Cell can finish off Vegeta, Trunks shows the power he was hiding and
challenges Bio-Android to finish what his father couldn't. Crillin goes to help Android 16 As Tranx and Cell battle, 16 is amazed by their strength, however Trunks gives up after Cell explains that his conversion is useless because of its slowing it down. Instead of finishing it, Cell is impressed that Vegeta and Tranks have improved so significantly in a short amount of time and asks what Goku does. Tranx
replies that he trains to defeat him, and by tomorrow, Goku will be the one to finally kill Bio-Android. Cellular is pleased with this answer, and offers to hold a martial arts tournament for ten days. He challenges Trunks to gather his allies and become stronger so they can compete with him in one-on-one fights. Cell phone says that once he has decided to host the tournament, he will broadcast it on television
before leaving. As Krilin and the healed Vegetate arrive, Tranx tells them about that annoyed Vegeta, thinking that the cage was playing with them. Tranx says that after Goku and Gohan leave the Hyperbolic Clock Chamber, he will return and train. Stubborn and arrogant as always, Vegeta says he won't need Trunk or Goku and after he returns to the Time Chamber, he will win Perfect Cell on his own.
Android 16 in Dr. Brief's lab At this point, the damaged Android 16 arrives, wanting to participate in the tournament as well, but first asks to be delivered to the Capsule Corporation so he can get repairs. Traoki categorically refuses to help or trust 16 because he is an android who wanted to kill Goka, and he does not want to endanger his mother's life, but Creelin agrees to take an android, knowing that they
will need all the help they can get against the Cage, and that these androids are not as bad as those of the future Trunks. After Creeline takes Android 16 to Capsule Corporation, Bulma and her father, Dr. Brief agree to renovate it. During these repairs, Bulma discovers a bomb implanted in Android 16, possibly designed by Dr. Gero for use against Goku. Not wanting to take any chances, Bulma retrieves
this bomb from the body of 16. Android 16 meets Goku On Cell Games Day, the fully refurbished Android 16 is the second warrior to arrive, after Vegeta, with a capsule Corporation patch over its Red Ribbon Army logo. Cellular surprised to see 16, claiming that he forgot that he existed. Vegeta says only Bulma and her father could fix the android, but they spent their time trying to get involved. When the
rest of the Dragons Team arrives, 16 go to Krilin and thank him for fixing it. Goku approaches 16 and wishes him luck, but 16 refuses to accept his kindness and simply says: I was created to kill you. Don't forget that, Son Goku. This prompts Gok to tell Krilin that 16 is very depressing. Goku volunteers to fight the cell first, but Creelin suggests that they let the ignorant, arrogant Mr. Satan go first without
caring if he is killed, and there is no point in explaining the superhuman abilities most earthlings don't know. As expected, Mr. Satan is easily the better Of Cell, and Goku is taking a turn to fight Bio-Android. Android 16 rescues Mr. Satan and his film crew After he and Cell finish the warm-up, Goku decides to bring in full force, and as a result of the increase in power shocks most of the Dragon team, with the
exception of Gohan. The cell then powers in a similar form, ending with similar results. As their battle become more intense, Cage says he didn't think this would be this extinct, and he would hate for him to finish from the ring out. He says he will remove ring outs losing out from the rules, as they don't need it. down on the ring, preparing to destroy it. The cell attack completely destroys the ring and leaves a
massive hole where it used to be. Everyone manages to avoid exploding safely, with Android 16 taken care of by Mr Satan, Jimmy Jimmy And the operator. 16 tells them all to leave because its not safe, but they won't listen. Cage and Goku land on the ground, and Meit says that the whole planet will be their ring now, and victory will be decided by either failure or death. After a tense battle that leaves both
combatants exhausted, Goku realizes that the cell still has the strength to save, and he can't defeat it, so in a surprising turn of events, Goku says he gives up that leaves everyone shocked. After a moment of suspense, Goku turns to the Dragons team and urges Gohan to fight, naked all present. As the battle takes place, Gohan does not have the same fighting spirit as his father nor does he have the
desire to kill, thus allowing the cage to acquire the upper hand. Gohan tries to convince Cage to stop the senseless violence and says that Goku wanted him to fight because his hidden power is unleashed as soon as he is enraged. Cell phone thinks gohan said it all to try to scare him, but instead, he's going to try to off Gohan. Cell phone kicks him into some nearby rubble and yells at him to get mad for
real. Android 16 lunges at the cage in an attempt to kill them both Just then, Android 16 suddenly flies and holds back the cell with Bear Hug. Piccolo notes that his lack of ki allowed him to get into the unnoticed. Krilin and Trunks are shocked that 16 will fight Meil, because he is not strong enough. 16 asks them to forgive him for sacrificing them and that He will destroy himself with the Cage. 16 says none
of them will survive the explosion at close range and try to blow themselves up. However, the attempt fails, which leaves 16 confused. Creeline informs him that his self-destruct device was removed by Bulma and her father because it was too dangerous. The cell phone sarcastically says it's too bad, but that no bomb explosion would have killed him anyway. The cell avoids its hold and blasts the android to
pieces, although his head remains intact. Cell phone says that 16 was one of Dr. Gero's failures, and kicked his severed head away. Looking at the Dragons team, Mait says it's their turn and believes there are seven of them. The cell gives birth to seven miniature copies of itself from the tail. Calling them Cellular Juniors, he orders them to attack the Dragon Team, trying to anger Gohan. Protect the life I
loved. - The last words of Android 16 in Gohan, just before being destroyed by Cell Android 16, before being eliminated by Cell, infuriating Gohan Jimmy Fireworks and Mr. Satan watching it, hiding behind a rock, and Jimmy invites them to leave while they still can. However, the disembodied head of Android 16 says, begging them to take it to Gohan before they leave. First, Mr. Satan is reluctant, but 16
asks if he is really a world champion. Jimmy shouts that he's a champion, and it's a battle of freaks. However, Mr. Satan find a little courage and agrees to do so by saying that if he ran away while a bunch of non-names don't-names there's a struggle, he'll be a laughing stock. Mr Satan grabs his head on Android 16 and runs with it, still scared, but 16 assures him that he only needs to get close enough to
throw it. As soon as he gets close enough, Mr. Satan throws 16 heads, and he lands close to Gohan, where he urges the young warrior to release his anger and defend the Earth. After that, Cellular steps on head 16 without hesitation, ending the existence of a peaceful android, and fury Gohan to such an extent that he climbs on super Saiyan 2 conversion and eventually defeats the cell. It is unclear
whether he was revived or not when the rest of the Cage's victims were resurrected with Dragon Balls. Although Android 16 was purely made of technology (unlike Androids 17 and 18, which were part of humans), characters such as Aral Norimaki and Android 8 (which are also purely mechanical) were also revived when the Earth was restored after the battle with Kid Buu. Dragon Ball GT Shadow Dragon
Saga Home article: Shadow Dragon Saga Android 16 appears in one of Goku's memoirs Until We Meet Again. Other Dragon Ball Online In Age 1000 stories, Red Pants Army have massively released weaker copies of Android 16, which, although identical to Android 16 in appearance, they lack his unexploest personality and love of nature. Three of these models appear under the name Android 16A,
Android 16B and Android 16C, but are eventually destroyed by Time Patrol. Xenoverse 2 Android Warfare Saga The Time Breakers expands Imperfect Cell's capabilities with Dark Magic, making it stronger than Android 16, allowing it to defeat Android 16 and absorb both Android 17 and 18 at the same time, bypassing its semi-perfect shape and transforming right into its perfect shape, which Xeno Trunks
surmises will cause Cell Games to happen never again. Guided by Trunk: Xeno from the time nest, the future warrior travels at the age of 767 just as Piccolo is about to engage Android 17, which they discover was also authorized by Dark Magic before the cell arrives. Android 18 asks Android 16 if it has any data about the warrior and it will say that it does not and will comment on the chosen warrior race.
Eventually, Cell appears and Piccolo is defeated, causing Android 16 to step up to protect its comrades and Earth from the cage. However he is like he is no longer evenly matched with the cell, the future warrior helps him in holding off the cage. Eventually, Android 17 challenges Cell to collide with it and is absorbed, restoring the original timeline. Later, during the Cellular Games, The Cell creates several
Dark Mail Juniors to torment the fighters in an attempt to ruin Gohan, forcing the Future Warrior to help the fighters fight them. They do it to buy time, so that, Mr. Satan can throw 16 heads near Gohan so he can say his last words Gohan and be destroyed by the cell, causing Gohana in his Super Saiyan 2 form, restoring the original timeline. Main fighter article: Android 16 (new model) New model Android
16 and Android 21 in Dragon Ball Ball Android 16 is being repaired on Android 21, which puts its memories into a new model. The new Android 16 model doesn't consider itself the original, thinking it's in the sense of imitation as clones. However, he retains the gentle identity of the original, albeit without his programming to kill Goku. Android 21 rebuilt it because it was modeled after the son of its original
man. Although he does not understand her imagining that her life as a human being is like being artificial being modeled on a man, he has come to take care of her original good personality, which he calls her heart and does his best to confront the evil personality created by her cells spiraling out of control. Although he acts like he is up against Team Dragon in Super Warrior Dougie he is defeated and they
realize that he has no real loyalty to the Red Tape Army and remains only on the side of Android 21 to protect his good side, which its evil side holds hostage. He is also responsible for using the soul communication system to link the Human Soul to Goku in Super Warrior Arc, while it ends with Frieze in the Arc of the Enemy Warrior. In Android 21 Arc, he works with the original personality of Android 21 to
link the human soul to Android 18 and enlist the help of both her and Android 17 in combating clones created by the evil personality of Android 21 as part of a plan to make the human soul strong enough to connect with Android 21 to control its hunger and keep its evil personality under control. Later, he explains the situation to his fellow androids who decide to help her and Android 16, who is determined
to protect her from his evil colleague. Manga and anime Originally, Android 17 claimed in the anime after scanning it from inside its containment pod that 16 was weaker than himself, but this was most likely due to its inactivity at the time. Android 16, as it turned out, is the most powerful of Red Ribbon Androids, except Cell. In Dragon Ball and Kai, Dr. Gero stated that Android 16 itself could doom the entire
planet. The power of Android 16 was on par with The Imperfect Cell after the latter increased its power from the absorption of energy from several hundred thousand people on Earth. After repairing and changing Bulma and Dr. Brief, Android 16 found itself able to hold back Perfect Cell for a good period of time. Statements by the authors and guidebooks Daizenshuu claims that Android 16 is even stronger
than Android 13. Dragon Ball: The Anime Adventure Game, #16 the company's capacity is 30,000,000. In Dragon Ball Legends, being modified by Dr. Hero, Android 16 became about even for a new semi-perfect cell in effect. Special flying abilities - the ability to fly without the use of ki. An energy attack is the most basic form of energy wave used by androids. Goku's ending program - Android 16 was
originally programmed by Dr. Hero to kill Goku. contains information about Goku, such as his address, fighting style, and methods. The program causes calls 16 to be cold towards Gok during the Cage Game, though he refrained from trying to kill him because of the threat from the cell. Named in World Mission, it appears as one of the abilities of Android 16. At the beginning of the fight, 5x has its own
PWR if Goku or Goku (GT) is on the enemy team. However, when it was reconstructed on Android 21, it lacked its original program to stop Goku (either omitted 21 or lost when Cell destroyed his body, leaving only his memory intact). Bear Hug - Torture hold used against Perfect Cell. Power Radar is a scout-like device embedded in the eyes of an android (sensors) that can detect the level and location of
energy. Unlike conventional scouts, however, it does not explode when a collision is too high a power level (as shown in the series). Also, it may be that the power sensors that Hero built simply have a much higher threshold for sensing power, not necessarily that their measurements cannot reach a limit. In Dragon Ball Fighter, he revealed to Android 16 that his Power Radar is unable to detect Godly ki as
he fails to read Goku's power level in his Super Saiyan Blue form. An eye beam is a synthetic form of laser for the eyes. Android 16 used this attack against Cell. Also used in the Buteden series and as one of his super skills in Xenoverse 2. Hell's Flash - Android 16 lifts his opponent and throws them to the ground, then he removes his hands, revealing two built-in guns, and charges the energy before
shouting Hell Flash!!, to release a powerful beam of energy that scorches the enemy. Android 16 used Hell's Flash against an imperfect cell, trying to kill him before he could absorb Androids 17 and 18. Full Power Hell Flash is the full version of Hell's Flash, released with maximum impact. One of Android 16 in special moves in Dragon Ball Fusions. Also appears on both Android 16 and the reconstructed
16 meteor attacks in Dragon Ball Fighter called Hell Flash Maximum Exit. Machine Impact is a dashing shoulder attack unit that Android 16 uses against the cell. Pump Up - Power move that Android 16 is used in Raging Explosion. Rocket Strike is a technique where Android 16 launches one of its hands or fists at its opponent in the manner of a missile, and then it explodes when it collides with someone
or something. Android 16 Bomb Self Destruct Device - Originally designed for use against Goku, a self-destruct device implanted in Android 16 may incite perhaps its most powerful method. As a result of suicide, Android 16 sneaks behind its opponent, grabbing them and then detonating a bomb in his chest. Android 16 tries to use a self-destruct device against Perfect Cell, but fails due to the unforeseen
removal of the bomb by Bulma and her father, Dr. Brief, who were very surprised that such a powerful bomb was built in. This is his Ultimate Blast in the Budokai Tenkaichi series. Named The Last Force that should not be used in Dragon Ball Fighter. Super-Power Direct Attack - - dashing kick used in the Buteden series. Hyper Cannon - Android 16 shoots three consecutive Ki Explosions on the enemy.
Used in the Buteden series. Kiai - Used in the Buteden series. Mega Energy Bomb - Energy sphere released from one hand. This is one of his super attacks in the Buteden series. Hell's Beam is a version of the flash of hell, where it only shoots an energy explosion. This is one of his ultimate in Dragon Ball: Ultimate Battle 22 and Dragon Ball: Explosion Limit. Meteo Hell Flash Combo - The title version
where it uses both the peak and energy blasting part of the technique. This is his meteor attack in Ultimate Battle 22. Killing Neck Throw - Android 16 grabs the enemy by the head and swings them over their heads before violently smashing them to the ground. Used in the Budokai series. SplashSkill - High Speed Rush is used in the Budokai series. Devil Crush - Android 16 kicks the enemy in the air, then
it provides a hook kick, uppercut, and finally a powerful punch that sends the enemy crashing down to the ground. Used in the Budokai series. Blast Wave - Android 16 used this attack in the Budokai Tenkaichi series and in Dragon Ball: Raging Blast. It creates a faint burst of energy, with itself serving as a connection, for little protection. Hell Spiral is a team attack used by Android 16, Android 17 and
Android 18 in Dragon Ball: Supersonic Warriors 2. Evolution Buster - Android 16 grabs its opponent and performs spinning piledriver. Used in Super Dragon Ball z. Gigantic Press - Android 16 lies in the air, diving down to land and crush your opponent. This attack, used in the Super Dragon Ball, should not be confused with Broley's giant press. Cyborg Guard - Android 16 is the most basic defensive move
where he raises his hands in defense. Named on the map in Dragon Ball: Battle of the Super Rocket Strike - a stronger version of Rocket Strike, used by Android 16 as one of its Special Moves in Dragon Ball Fusions. Super Ki Explosion is a more powerful version of the blast wave used by Android 16 as one of its Ultimate Skills in Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2. Android Rush is the peak technique used by
Android 16 in Xenoverse 2. Energy Field is a barrier technique used by Android 16 as its evasive skill in Xenoverse 2. Android 1617 Home Article: Android 1617 Performing EX-Fusion with Android 16, 17 can merge with it to create Android 1617, which was introduced in Dragon Ball Fusions. Ideal 16 Main Article: Perfect 16 Perfect 16 is EX-Fusion Android 16 and Perfect Cell, presented in Dragon Ball
Fusions. The shapes and conversions of the Brainwashed Form, taken on Android 16 in Dragon Ball Heroes, are the result of 16 falling under the control of Android 20's Enhanced State. In this state, Android 16 eyes glow red with green pupils. Main article: The villainous Mode Dark Power Magic is used by Android 16 in Parallel quest 29: 17 and 18 history in Xenoverse 2. New Model Home Article:
Android 16 (new (new The new Android 16 In Dragon Ball Fighter model, Android 16 is rebuilt by Android 21 (before some of its cells got out of control), placing memories of the original 16 in a new body after the original was destroyed by Cell during Cell Games. Although he retains the original 16 memories and overall personality he finds himself little more than a copy of the original and lacks original
programming to stop Goku as Android 21 rebuilt it because of it being developed after her human son Gebo, whom she mothered with Dr. Hero back when she and Hero were completely human. Aside from its programming, the new Model 16 is almost identical to the original Red Ribbon Army logo in appearance and sport, as Android 21 was created to serve as its actual leader after the death of Dr. Gero.
He is loyal to the original identity of Android 21, which he calls her heart and secretly works against her evil side. It also possesses the abilities and weapons of the original, including a self-destruct device. It is also capable of shooting a full power version of the Flash hell called Hell Flash Maximum Output. This form plays in Dragon Ball: Dokkan Battle and Super Dragon Ball Heroes: World Mission. In World
Mission, the new Model 16 only play through the Super Hero Robo Summon Module, which requires the player to use a capture module on it in the Arcade Mode Universe Mission Age Android 21 Saga: Activation. Android 16's Ultimate Tenkaichi One of the Red Pants Army Android 16 copies online Android 16 in the zenkai Battle Of The Budokai Team Android Trophy to unlock Android 19, Android 16, and
Android 18's Budokai HD Collection Android 16 Xenoverse 2 Scan in Ultimate Tenkaichi, 16 green armor and black clothing customizable clothing player can dress their Saiyan Hero character in Ultimate Tenichi 16 green armor and black clothing customizable clothing player can dress his hero Saiyan, and colors can be changed. In Dokkan Battle, Android 16 plays in its original armor with the Red Ribbon
Army logo, its armor with the Capsule Corporation logo, and a new Android 16 form model from the Fighter. While Android 16 itself is missing from the Xenoverse, its armor appears as an outfit available to a future warrior called Android 16's Clothes. 4 parts of his outfit (Upper Body, Lower Body, Hands, and Legs) can be obtained in Parallel quest 23: Collision! The perfect cell!. There is also an instagram
of Android 16 -Soul called Set Your Anger free.... Voice actors battle Android 16 vs. Cell (Perfect Form) Android 16 vs. Cell (semi-perfect form) Android 16, Creeline, and Android 18 vs. Cell (semi-perfect Form) Android 16 vs. Cell (Perfect Form) Little Things After repairing Bulm and her father, Android 16 wears the Capsule Corp logo over its Red Ribbon logo, rather showing that he no longer wants to
work on the Red Army. Android 16 divides Hell with Android 8: They both became friendly, very tall compared to the other members of the show, they loved nature, faced a tragic end, and their death fueled enough fury in Goku and and defeat the villain who killed them (Commander Black on the Path to Power and Cell, respectively). In the original Dub Funimation, Android 16 had a more robotic tone in its
voice. In Kai and some video games, it sounds more crowded. In Funimation Dub for Dragon Ball and Kai, the reasons Dr. Hero doesn't want Android 16 to be activated seem to stem from the fear that his power will somehow be a threat to earth's existence. This reasoning does not seem to be consistent with what has been stated in other official sources, and can almost be seen as a direct contradiction to
his actual reasoning about the fear of 16 stemming from the possibility that the gentle nature of the android could jeopardize Hero's ultimate goal of revenge against Goku and his allies. The inconsistency of these sentiments is once again illustrated by the blatant disregard for the well-being of the Earth, which is present in the other creations of Dr. Gero, especially Cell. Android 16 is similar to the title
character of the manga Osamu Tezuka, Astro Boy . Like Android 16, Astro is a powerful android whose creator, Dr. Tenma, built it into the likeness of his own son, who died in an accident. Just as Dr. Gero created Android 16 out of love for his deceased son, Tenma created Astro as a replacement for his lost child before eventually rejecting it. In the arcade game Dragon Ball No. 2: Super Battle shows that
Android 16 continued to live in the forest after the defeat of Cell, protecting the animals from poachers and other dangers. Interestingly, it's similar to his Android 17 companion, who became a forester after being revived after Cell Games. While many people believe 16 was forever destroyed by Cell, and can not be revived Dragon Balls because of the fact that Android and technically not a living creature, it
is not the case as Hacchan (#8), Aral, Obatchaman and his comrades were revived By Namekian Dragon Balls along with the rest of the good people of the Earth after Kid Buu blew it. In Xenoverse 2, Android 16 shows that it wants to get rid of Dr. Hero's programming to kill Goku. He also does not know that it was modeled after Dr. Hero's deceased son and that he was deliberately programmed by Dr.
Gero to be non-abubant because he assumed that it was the result of a defect and that Dr. Gero viewed it as a failure. However, Dragon Ball: Kakarot contradicts this, as Android 16 clearly states gohan that Dr. Gero told him that he was created in the image of his deceased son, but it is implied in the game that he does not seem to know about him deliberately programmed to be unavegan. In the original
and remastered English dub, Android 16 was voiced with similar manners by Arnold Schwarzenegger, including an Austrian accent. Gallery Android 16 in the Northern MountainsAndroid 16 in DB' Kai discoveryAndroid 16 outside the laboratory of Dr. HeroAndroid 16 looks aroundAndroid 16 sitting in a truckAndroid 16 says, he's not afraid of being afraid 16 looks with determinationAndroid 16 prepares to
fight CellAndroid 16 ready for the battleAndroid 16 defending Android 17Android 16 fights CellAndroid 16 attacks CellAndroid 16 and Cell collideAndroid 16 fights CellAndroid 16 with Cell, after ripping Cell's tail off, with Cell regeneratingAndroid 16 charges at CellAndroid 16 attacksAndroid 16 uses his Hell's Flash attackAndroid 16 watches as Cell transformsAndroids 16 and 18 hide from CellAndroid 16
catches his arm after using the Rocket Punch againAndroid 16 screaming as Vegeta fires his Final FlashAndroid 16 damaged by CellAndroid 16 asks Krillin for helpAndroid 16X-ray view of the inside of 16's headA profile view depicting portions of the inside of Android 16's headAndroid 16 at Capsule CorporationAndroid 16 in Dr. Brief's labAndroid 16 arrives at the Cell GamesAndroid 16 at the Cell
GamesAndroid 16 with GohanAndroid 16's body is destroyedAndroid 16's head16's head talking to GohanCell approaches the head16's head is crushedArt of Android 16 by Akira ToriyamaAndroid 16's Super Battle ending ( 1) Android 16 Супер Битва окончание (2)Android 16 Супер Битва окончание (3)Android 16 голову в Budokai 1 HDAndroid 16 био в TaiketsuAndroid 16 в Tenkaichi Tag
TeamAndroid 16 в Raging Blast 2Android 16 в Ultimate But'den16 голова улыбается в Ultimate TenkaichiHidden Определение Android #16 карты с изображением Android 16 с логотипом Capsule Corp. в Dokkan BattleNewly приобрел шанс Android #16 карты с изображением Android 16 с Capsule Corp. логотип в Dokkan BattleAndroid 16 в битве при Зенкае RoyaleAndroid 16 в битве при
Зандроид 16 с использованием вспышки ада в Xenoverse 2Android 16 с Android 17, Android 18, Android 44, и Android 55 в Dragon Ball FusionsAndroid 16 в Истребитель-Андроид 16 с цветами Android 8 в Истребитель»Android 16 в Хэллоуин Аватар в Истребитель»Android 16 в Super Dragon Ball Heroes : Всемирная миссияАндроид 16 в KakarotAdd фото в эту галерею Смотрите также
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